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Abstract
The PortaVolt is a semi-portable, easily deployable integrated solar energy
harvesting and storage system designed to provide light in regions with limited access to
reliable electricity. Our solution integrates an Arduino microcontroller, two-axis sun
tracking, lithium-ion batteries, and Silicon photovoltaic cells to minimize cost while
maximizing energy capture. The rate and efficiency of power delivery was measured in
three configurations: solar panels in series and parallel with MPPT, and solar cells in
parallel with no MPPT. Based on measurements of round-trip efficiency and charging rate,
it was ultimately determined that a parallel configuration with no MPPT is ideal. We were
able to demonstrate a battery round-trip efficiency of 73.2% using this design, with our
charging and two-axis tracking circuitry only consuming 3.4% of our total harvested
energy. Expanding our two-cell prototype to a four-cell array, enough energy could be
harnessed within a 10 hour day to power a 4.8W strand of LEDs for 6.17 hours each night.
The cost of producing PortaVolt also competes effectively with off-grid electricity in
sub-Saharan Africa, our target region, costing only $100.50 to manufacture compared to
the $200 spent on average each year on lighting and other low-power needs.
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Introduction
1
An estimated 1.2 billion people across the globe do not have access to electricity.
This number grows even larger when accounting for people without regular or reliable
access, and has a disastrous economic impact on those who cannot consistently have
lighting in their homes. The inability of many regions’ electrical utilities infrastructures,
especially in sub-Saharan Africa, to support the energy demand of large populations is a
major impediment to household electricity access and clean cooking facilities, which jointly
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form the “bedrock of acceptable standards of living”. It is in these areas that a portable
lighting solution would thrive, if it could effectively compete with the cost of traditional
off-grid power.
Problem Statement and Objectives
Our project, PortaVolt, seeks to improve the energy deficit faced by many homes and
families across the globe by providing access to reliable, inexpensive lighting for an
extended period of time on a daily basis. Our initial design will generate enough energy
during the day to run a strand of 6V LEDs for roughly 5-6 hours each night, with a storage
capacity of roughly two nights worth of usage. Seeing as the sun sets between 6-7PM
year-round in our target region, we believe that 5-6 hours of light is a good benchmark as it
allows families to stay up well into the night. A storage capacity of two nights was chosen to
allow for the storage of excess energy if the 5-6 hours of nightly usage is not realized. This
extra energy could then be used on irregular days in which minimum to no sunlight was
captured.
To successfully achieve our goals for PortaVolt, we had to satisfy several design
parameters for our project. Our major objectives were:
1. To appropriately model our system to determine optimal design parameters
(array size, required energy storage capacity, etc.).
2. To design a battery charge controller for our system using various sensing
peripherals and an Arduino microcontroller.
3. To design and implement a two-axis tracking system using small, low-power
servo motors.
4. Integrate the aforementioned components into a robust system prototype
capable of operating continuously with minimal end user input.
Device Design
In order to fulfill our objectives, a preliminary system was designed as a working
benchmark moving towards the prototype. We wanted our model to be scalable mainly to
allow for a wide range of geographical locations, so the specifics behind the number of
solar cells and required battery capacity depends primarily on the target region of interest.
A schematic of our device can be seen in Figure 1 below, and serves as an abstract model
depicting how we plan to charge, store, and provide light to a large room.
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“Energy access database”
“Energy poverty stifles sub-Saharan Africa’s economic development”
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Figure 1: General Schematic of our Device

The solar panels can be wired either in parallel or series depending on the battery
voltage required, with the batteries can be chosen to minimize production cost in the most
effective way possible. The constraints on each individual battery would be their operating
voltage and capacity at full-charge, since both of these values determine how much energy
can be stored and how long the LEDs can run uninterrupted. The capacity of the batteries
takes precedence over the voltage, however, since switches can be added to link up the
batteries in a configuration that allows for the desired output voltage to be achieved.
The charge controller needs to be able to both match the voltage of the cells to that
of the batteries and serve as a MPPT for the solar array. If multiple batteries are used, the
charge controller can monitor the voltage seen across individual batteries, while the
microcontroller switches the connected battery accordingly when one reaches a state of
being fully charged using a relay. The system as a whole can passively charge the batteries
if it starts off running with no energy stored, as the batteries are tied to the ‘passively open’
terminals of the relay (i.e. with no power the batteries are connected). The system will
switch to a more effective active charging mode once enough energy is stored to power the
microcontroller in which only one battery is connected at a time. If only one battery is
required to meet specifications, switching is not required and the total cost of the system
decreases. Li-ion batteries are preferred but not required, mainly for their high energy
density, safety during operation, and low cost to manufacture. When charging batteries, a
temperature sensor is placed between (at most) two batteries to ensure that a safe
charging temperature (less than 113°F for lithium ion batteries) is not exceeded.
Rotating the cells is not a requirement of the system per say, but can help to
increase the efficiency of the solar array by maintaining a nearly perpendicular orientation
of the cells relative to the sun. Two-axis tracking is ideal mainly because it allows the array
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to follow the sun’s azimuthal angle throughout the day, and adjust its elevation angle at
regular intervals to account for changing seasons. If our testing determines this system to
be too expensive or impractical, it can be removed when the device is built with minimal
loss on system functionality.
Our Project
For our senior design project we chose sub-Saharan Africa as our target region
because this area is exposed to high-intensity sunlight on a consistent basis throughout the
year. As Figure 2 demonstrates, the majority of the African continent is hit with 2000
kWh/m^2 each year of horizontal radiation. Most of the inexpensive Silicon-based
photovoltaics on the market today can effectively harness incoming radiation at an
efficiency of 15%, so we can expect a yearly energy density of roughly 300 kWh/m^2. Solar
cells are relatively cheap, but we have to keep in mind that the average off-grid home
spends roughly $2003 each year on basic lighting. This value therefore served as a ballpark
price of our product if it is to compete effectively with the traditional sources of light
generating energy (usually kerosene). Using both the monetary restraint and yearly
incident radiation allowed us as a team to construct, test, and operate an integrated system.
Specifics of how we were able to fulfill each objective for our target region can be seen
below, and bridge the more abstract “Device Design” section to the more applications based
“Prototype Construction.”

Figure 2: Horizontal Radiation for the Continent of Africa, Averaged Annually
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"Is the sun rising on an African solar revolution? - BBC News"
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Methods
As listed in the problem statement, our project is subdivided into four discrete parts,
each of which is integral to the design and functionality of our product as a whole. The
following sections are grouped according to objective, and specify in detail how we were
able to effectively follow through on our original plan for this project.
1. To start, we needed to identify LEDs, batteries, and solar cells of the proper
specifications to build a system capable of providing light for 5-6 hours on a daily
basis. For the LEDs, we chose a relatively bright strand consuming 4.8W of power at
6V. Using these load parameters we were able to estimate the battery capacity and
voltage required from our system if it were to run the strand for a maximum of 12
hours (two full nights). Storing two nights worth of energy was added as a
redundancy to account for situations in which all of the energy generated during
that day was not consumed. We chose this option to avoid a situation in which
energy is harvested but cannot be stored due to the batteries being full. The
required capacity can be seen in Table 1, with the calculations laid out below for
clarity. The batteries chosen would have ideally been 7.4V to account for the 6V load
connected to the device, but as will be explained further in this paper charging a
battery greater than 4.5V was not possible with our components. We picked 3.7V
batteries to compensate for this constraint which in the long run reduced the cost of
building the device significantly. They could be charged individually in ‘parallel’ and
then discharged in series to providing the necessary voltage to power the lights. The
most effective single battery capacity was found to be 5000mAh mainly because this
amount lends itself to scalability while minimizing cost. For our load requirements,
for example, only 3 batteries would be required for our device to run effectively. For
these batteries we chose lithium ion as our storage chemistry because they are
inexpensive, safe, and compact.

[1] Max Nightly Energy Usage of LEDs

28.8 W h

[2] Two Night Storage

57.6 W h

[3] Battery Capacity Required

15, 567 mAh

Table 1: Theoretical Battery Capacity Needed

[1] M ax N ightly Energy U sage of LEDs = (P ower Consumption) * (T ime)
= 4.8W * 6h = 28.8 W h
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[2] T wo N ight Storage = 2 * 28.8 = 57.6 W h
[3] Battery Capacity N eeded =

57.6W h
3.7V

* 1000 = 15, 567 mAh

For the solar cells, we decided on four 13x15 cm2  2.5W (0.5A x 5V) panels
having an efficiency of 15% mainly because having multiple smaller cells as opposed
to one large panel gives our device the option of collapsibility. The cells would then
be linked in parallel to maximize output current for charging our low-voltage
batteries. Using the 2000kWh/m2 yearly averaged sum allowed us to predict how
many hours our device would need to be harnessing energy each day. The cells were
characterized before any calculations were made to verify that 0.5A and 5V could
actually be achieved under 1 sun of incident radiation, with the tests being
performed under three hotlamps set to the desired brightness. These calculations
can be seen below, with the hours of harvesting required derived as a range
between providing 5 hours (24Wh) and 6 hours (28.8Wh) of LED light. Our system
would have to operate between 9-11 hours to power the LEDs for 5-6 hours, which
is reasonable considering a full day of sunlight is roughly 10 hours.
[4] Hourly Solar Radiation =

(Y early Average Solar Radiation)
(Hours per Y ear)
2

kW h/m
= ( 2000
) = 228.31 W /m2
365*24 hrs

[5] Hourly Energy Harvested = [4] * (Cell Area) * (Cell Ef f iciency) * (# of Cells)
= 228.31 * 0.0195m2 * 0.15 * 4 = 2.67 W

[6] Hours of Harvesting N eeded (Range) =
=

(N ightly LED U sage)
[5]

[24 W h , 28.8W h]
2.67

= [8.98, 10.79] hrs

2. Turning now to the battery charging circuitry, our second objective for this project
was to identify and implement a pre-made charge controller. We made the decision
to identify and implement a pre-made charge controller and MPPT due to both the
temporal and financial limitations of our project. Designing our own versions of
these two devices would have been both extremely costly and require a timeframe
similar to that given over for our entire project. A schematic of our charge controller
can be seen on the following page in Figure 3 and can be referenced as its various
components are described here in greater detail. We decided to purchase the
SparkFun Sunny Buddy since this piece of equipment included a MPPT for matching
7

our solar array to the charging battery. The only flaw with this device was that it is
only able to charge batteries up to 4.5V, one of the contributors in our decision to
use 3.7V batteries. Moreover, the Sunny Buddy is designed to charge individual
batteries one at a time, so an additional microcontroller and switching circuitry
were required for our product. An Arduino Leonardo was initially used to control
and monitor the system, but can be switched to an Arduino Pro for fully
autonomous operation while using the 3.7V batteries. The Arduino Pro can run off
of 3.3V compared to the Leonardo which needs 7-12V, so it is a better option for our
lower-voltage batteries. Although this device is small, it is capable of outputting
digital and analog signals and reading in analog signals. Additionally, it can be
connected to a computer via USB to log device performance over an extended period
of time.

Figure 3: Charger Controller. Solar Cells (Green/Grey Rectangles), Batteries (Grey/Yellow), Switches (Green)
SunnyBuddy (Red), Relays (Black), Temperature Sensor, Switches, and Arduino Leonardo (Blue)

We decided to use relays instead of transistors to facilitate battery switching
because this component requires no power to be in its ‘on’ state. Each battery can be
charged without forfeiting power to the relays, whereas with a transistor a constant
8

gate voltage bias has to be applied to keep the channel open. Mechanical relays are
used to connect an input source to two possible paths: one that is passive and one
that is active. If the relay isn’t receiving power, the input source is directly
connected to the passive path. If the relay receives a ‘high’ digital signal, however,
the passive path is disconnected and the active is linked to the input source. For our
design, we connected the passive path to the batteries to ensure that charging would
require no power consumption. This was done to allow charging when the entire
system is dead, since the relay circuitry is indirectly powered by the batteries
through the Arduino. Once the battery voltage was seen to reach ~4.2V, the Arduino
would send a signal to the relays to switch batteries. Although our batteries have an
output voltage of 3.7V, they actually charge up to 4.2V at full capacity. When on, each
relay consumes ~72mA at 5V (360mW) which is a considerable amount, but in a
scaled-up application it would become less significant. To protect against
overheating, we also decided to add a temperature sensor that could be used to
monitor the batteries during charge and discharge. This sensor would send data
back to the Arduino, which would then shut off the system if a specified temperature
threshold was surpassed.
Connecting the batteries in series to power the LED lights was achieved using
three mechanical switches. The first switch connected the positive terminal of
battery 1 to the negative terminal of battery 2 to achieve an output voltage of 7.4V.
The second switch essentially served as the ‘ON’ switch for our device, connecting
the positive terminal of battery 2 to the LEDs. The last switch was necessary to
disconnect the negative terminal of battery 2 from ground. The three switches were
connected to make one larger switch, because linking the batteries in series should
only be performed when the lights are turned on.
3. In order to maximize the on-time of our LEDs, a mechanism was proposed to
improve the efficiency of our solar array. This leads us to the third objective for this
project, which was implementing a two-axis tracking system to improve the
efficiency of our cells. Servo motors tied to the Arduino were used for this purpose,
primarily because they consume very little power when the motors are locked in a
fixed position. A high fidelity voltage divider was linked to the servo-Arduino
circuitry to monitor the voltage seen across our solar array and tilt the cells
accordingly to ‘find the sun.’ 330kΩ and 1MΩ resistors were used to scale down
the input by a factor of 3, since the Arduino cannot read in analog signals higher
than 5V. The script for this sub-system would require the user to place the device
facing South before use, and would then automatically adjust the elevation angle of
the panels until the maximum output voltage was observed. The servos would then
rotate the panel through a predetermined series of steps, tilting the cells by roughly
15 degrees per hour (i.e. adjusting the azimuthal angle) as the sun moves from East
to West across the sky. Moreover, the software allows for the adjustment of this
angle to account for the difference in azimuthal tracking speeds at different
latitudes. The Arduino’s internal clock would be used to determine the starting
point of the array to avoid forcing the user to turn on the panel at a predetermined
time. Sensing voltage instead of current was chosen to minimize power loss, and
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sensing power was avoided to minimize measurement error. If we were to track
power, a voltage and current measurement would have to be performed which
would reduce the reliability of our tracking system. A schematic of the entire
servomotor control system including the voltage sensor can be seen below in Figure
5. The servos required both a chassis for support as well as a thin platform to hold
the solar array.

Figure 5: Two-Axis Tracking Sub-System with servo motors (dark blue)

4. Using all the components listed in the previous paragraphs, our fourth and final
objective involved building an integrated device capable of running for months
without failure. In order to accomplish this task, experiments were performed on
the components and smaller systems listed in numbers 1-3 to assess their ability to
properly function. After this was deemed successful, a final prototype was built and
data collected on the functionality of our device over time. The parts involved and
results obtained can be seen below in the “Prototype” and “Results” sections below,
and a full schematic of our design can be seen in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6: Full-System Schematic

Prototype
Pictures of our prototype can be seen in Figures 7 and 8, and incorporate all the
components listed in the “Methods” section with some minor adjustments. Two cells
linked in parallel were used instead of four, two 5000 mAh batteries were used instead of
three, and 0.3W LEDs were used instead of the 4.8W previously described. These changes
were done to save on cost, and the results we obtained can simply be scaled up to predict
the performance of larger devices. Linking the cells in parallel was done to match the
voltage seen across the batteries while maximizing output current. Plywood was used to
house all components, with the Sunny Buddy, Arduino, relays, and PCB board screwed into
the base for support. Small plastic pieces were used to house both servomotors (these
came included with the motors), and a thin sheet of cardboard was used as a stand for both
cells. A more robust stand was 3D printed, but was too heavy for the motors to effectively
tilt the entire array. 3D printing was done through the courtesy of professor Dennis Mell
who let us use his printer and ink for the prototype.
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Figures 7 and 8: Prototype Charging (left) and Powering Lights (right)

Results and Performance
Single Battery Charging
Curves were obtained for charging a single battery with and without the Sunny
Buddy and can be seen in Figures 9 through 12 below. The servo motors, relays, and
Arduino were removed from the circuit to isolate and monitor battery performance. In
order to run multiple tests without overheating the cells, a constant DC voltage source was
used to simulate the solar array. Both series and parallel combinations were used to test
different arrangements, with the DC source modified each time to output the proper
voltage and current values. For the series tests, the DC source was set to output a voltage
of 10V with a current ceiling of 0.5A. The parallel test was done with 5V and a ceiling of 1A,
with the cells tested in these arrangements beforehand under full sun (1000kW/m^2) to
verify that these values could actually be achieved. The battery was discharged in between
tests to compare roundtrip efficiencies, all of which with voltage and current monitored
through the use of a C++ script.
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Figure 9: Series Charge with Sunny Buddy from DC supply

Figure 10: Parallel Charge with Sunny Buddy from DC Supply
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Figure 11: Parallel Charge from DC supply without Sunny Buddy

The roundtrip efficiency values for each charging configuration can be seen below in
Table 2. All these tests were done to assess whether the maximum power point tracker’s
benefits to our device performance outweigh its additional cost. Some of the tests were not
completely finished because charging up the battery with the cells in series takes roughly
ten hours, but roundtrip efficiencies can still be calculated regardless of the runtime of any
individual charge. Looking at these results, the configuration having the highest round trip
efficiency was the parallel array charged without the Sunny Buddy.

Configuration

Roundtrip Efficiency

Series, Sunny Buddy

61.8%

Parallel, Sunny Buddy

56.9%

Parallel, no Sunny Buddy

73.2%

Table 2: Roundtrip Efficiencies for Each Configuration
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Table 3 below compares the energy input into the battery for each of the four
configurations over a 50-minute timescale. This data demonstrates that we were able to
input the most energy into the batteries when the Sunny Buddy was not attached and the
cells were configured in parallel. In both series and parallel tests, charging the batteries
with the MPPT took significantly longer because this device had an average output current
of roughly 0.2A. Although the Sunny Buddy should be able to output currents as high as 2A,
these higher currents were rarely observed even when the resistance of the potentiometer
modulating this output was changed. It is for these reasons that we decided to remove the
Sunny Buddy from our design and arrange the cells in parallel, which ended up reducing
the cost of our final product significantly. Both series and parallel setups should deliver the
same amount of total energy to the battery, but charging with a parallel array takes less
time which is ideal for a system with multiple batteries.
Configuration

Energy Provided to
Batteries (kJ)

Energy Out of Batteries
(kJ)

Series, Sunny Buddy

5.56

3.43

Parallel, Sunny Buddy

6.59

3.75

Parallel

11.50

8.42

Table 3: Energy Provided to the Batteries for Each Configuration Over a 50 Minute Period, Vs. Energy Out
Based on the Same 50 Minute Period.

Charging Two Batteries
Charging both batteries was also performed and can be seen in Figure 12 below.
This time, the relays and Arduino were added into the system but the DC source was still
used to simulate a parallel solar array configuration. To avoid overheating the batteries, the
Arduino Leonardo was programmed to switch between batteries every five minutes, with
charging preference given to the battery having the least amount of energy. Tests were
performed using the voltage sensor seen in Figure 5, with all the data being logged on a
MacBook Air connected to the Leonardo via a micro USB cable. This test was performed
purely to verify that charging multiple batteries and relay switching were both functioning
properly.
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Figure 12: Charging two batteries with a simulated parallel solar cell input (5V, 1A), monitoring battery
voltage with the Arduino

Autonomous Operation
The last series of tests ran the entire system without the Arduino connected to the
Macbook Air for power. 9V 600mAh batteries were charged instead of the 5,000mAh units
to speed up the length of the test, but the Arduino Pro could have been swapped in to run
the system with the lower-voltage batteries if desired. This test was done to assess whether
or not our design could function with the batteries directly powering our microcontroller.
Over the course of 1.25 hours the voltage of the charging battery was seen to increase by
0.3V, proving the capability of our system to function autonomously. We ran an identical
test for 1.3 hours while logging the battery voltages and temperature to determine the
performance of the system under near-autonomous operation conditions, demonstrated
below in Figure 13. Furthermore, in these tests we modified the charge controller to
prioritize the battery powering the Arduino (battery 1) in order to ensure that it could
successfully operate the relays and log data, as it would need to do in a real-world
situation.
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Figure 13: Charging two batteries with series input of two solar cells, monitoring battery voltage with the
Arduino

Energy Analysis
Arduino Power Consumption
Total power consumption of the Arduino Leonardo, relays, and servo motors was
monitored with two-axis tracking, single-axis tracking, and no tracking implemented to
assess the energy cost of this sub-system as well as its functionality. For each test the
current and voltage of the Arduino was read by the C++ program as the system iterated
through a full-day cycle. The code running the microcontroller was changed to run through
an entire day’s worth of motion in 1 minute, since this would use the same amount of
energy as running for an entire day. The motors only use power when rotating, so changing
the timescale of the test would not impact the validity of our results. The first motor was
able to successfully tilt through 60 degrees and find the sun, while the second motor
effectively moved the array through a total angle of 180 degrees in 15 degree increments as
expected.
The energy corresponding to each configuration can be seen below in Table 4, with
each value representing only the energy used by that specific component for a 10 hour day.
For the two axis tracking, for example, the energy used corresponds to only the power
drawn by the servos tilting throughout the day. Ten hours corresponds to the amount of
time the cells would be converting sunlight to electricity, since these components will only
draw power when the device is charging. This data demonstrates that the servo motors and
17

Arduino use a negligible amount of power, but the relays’ power consumption is quite
significant if we plan to charge these batteries individually since one relay would always
have to be on. Charging the batteries in parallel is a better alternative because the relays
would only draw power from the system if the every battery was fully charged. Under this
configuration the total energy loss would only be 3.73kJ instead of 33.97kJ.

Components

Daily Energy Consumption (kJ)

Servos, Two-Axis Tracking

0.025

Servos, One-Axis Tracking

0.011

Arduino and Relays, Individual Charging

33.97

Arduino and Relays, Parallel Charging

3.73

Table4: Daily Energy Consumption of Added Components

From the data collected we can calculate the idealized LED runtimes from one full
day of operation. This number was derived using the parallel array without the Sunny
Buddy data since this configuration was deemed the most effective. Total energy supplied
by the cells was doubled to represent our proposed four-cell array arranged in parallel,
with the round trip efficiency losses included as well. All calculations can be seen below
and demonstrate that we should be able to provide the LEDs with 106.6kJ of energy each
day. This value corresponds to running the 4.8W LEDs for roughly 6.17 hours after one full
day, and confirms our original estimate of providing light for 5-6 hours each night.
[7] Daily Incident Energy, T arget Region =

2000 kW h/m2
365

= 5479.5 W h/m2

(This is effectively the same as having the cells under our 1kWh/ m2 hot lamps or using the
DC source for 5.479 hours)
[8] Energy Harnessed in 5.479hrs, P arallel DC T est =

62288.37J
4.515hrs

* 5.479hrs = 75.6kJ

[9] Energy Harvested, 4 Cell Array = 75.6 * 2 = 151.2 kJ
[10] Energy Harvested with Losses, Charging in P arallel
= 151.2 * 0.73 − (3.73 + 0.0225) = 106.6 kJ
[11] T wo Axis T racking Energy Consumption as % of T otal Harvest
= 100 * 0.025/(151.2 * 0.73) = 0.023%
[12] Arduino and Relays Consumption as % of T otal Harvest
= 100 * (3.73 + 0.0225)/(151.2 * 0.73) = 3.40%
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Examining this energy harvested with losses, the consumption of our two axis
tracking corresponds to 0.025% of our total energy harvested with losses, and our arduino
consumes 3.73%. This combined 3.75% energy loss for two axis tracking is negligible
compared to the extra energy harvested using the two axis tracking methodology (up to
30% and 15% increased energy uptake for each axis respectively)4. Thus our decision to
include the Arduino and two axis tracking is justified, as the additional energy harvested
far outweighs the energy costs.
Cost Analysis
The anticipated cost of our 4-solar cell system can be seen in Table 5, and
demonstrates that we were able to effectively achieve a product costing roughly $100. The
Sunny Buddy was removed from our design because it decreased the charging rate while
not adding any benefit to our charging roundtrip efficiency. Note that all prices correlate to
price per unit, but decrease substantially when 100 or more are ordered. For all systems
the servomotors and voltage sensor are not entirely necessary, so they too could be
removed from the total cost as well.

Component

4-Cell

Solar Panels

$32

Batteries

$24

LEDS

$10

Temperature Sensor

$1

Servo Motors

$7.50

Arduino

$12

Voltage Sensor

$2

Relays

$6

Switches and Plywood

$6

Total

$100.5

Table 5: Cost of Parts

4

"Comparison of Efficiencies of Solar Tracker systems with static panel SingleAxis Tracking

System and Dual-Axis Tracking System with Fixed Mount"
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Organic vs. Si-based Cells
At the start of this project we looked into using solar cells made from perovskite and
other organometallic compounds since they could be reliably fabricated in a lab here at
Washington University for no charge. These cells are cheaper and take way less energy to
manufacture than silicon photovoltaics, so implementing this kind of technology in
PortaVolt would reduce the cost of our design. The cells made here are normally used for
testing purposes, so the surface area of each device is too tiny to harness a significant
amount of energy. A modified cell was thus designed and fabricated, and can be seen in
Figures 14a and 14b. Each layer of the device is deposited in solution form and then heat
annealed at temperatures no higher than 150°C. Compared to the Czochralski process
which is commonly used to purify silicon from quartz, this fabrication method uses
significantly less energy and can be applied to cheaply inkjet print perovskite cells on a
large scale. Efficiencies for this technology have reached as high as 20%, and they can even
be made into flexible sheets allowing for a multitude of design configurations.

Figure 14: (a) (b) Schematic of Perovskite Cell (left) and Actual Device (right). Size is 1 in^2

For our perovskite cells photoconversion efficiency (PCE) was rarely seen to exceed
4% and making 8 cells takes roughly a week’s worth of time, however. This idea was
therefore discarded shortly after starting this project but could be used as an effective
substitute for silicon in the future. Organic cells are a relatively new technology, so they
have not yet reached the stage in which mass production is occurring at a large scale, if at
all.
Discussion and Future Work
The hardest challenge we wrestled with while designing PortaVolt was matching the
operating voltages of all our components. The Sunny Buddy was not able to charge
batteries higher than 4.5V but the Arduino Leonardo requires an input voltage ranging
between 7-12V to function properly, thus creating a problem in operating the controller
directly from the batteries. Since the Sunny Buddy was removed at the end of this project,
we were able to perform our final system testing using 9V 600 mAh batteries, allowing us
20

to circumvent this problem. Moreover, using the lower capacity batteries was
advantageous as it allowed us to perform tests quicker than the high capacity batteries
would have allowed, as the charge times were reduced by our ability to charge closer to the
nominal charge rate of the batteries.
In the future, there are definitely a few ways in which this design could be expanded
upon. Although we were able to achieve an LED runtime of 6.17 hours the round trip
efficiency of our batteries is a big limitation to our device performance. Higher quality
batteries cost more to implement, but would reduce the total number needed by reducing
total energy loss in our system. A lighter stand for the cells could be manufactured and a
MOSFET used to control battery charging rather than having them directly wired to the
cells. Although that method worked well for our prototype, fully charging the batteries at a
constant current can hinder storage capacity over time and reduces charging speed. The
‘portable’ element of this product could also be improved to allow for the cells to actually
collapse into the body of the device. We chose not to make our prototype collapsible
because it would have taken a significant amount of time and isn’t directly related to the
field of Electrical Engineering. If PortaVolt were to be mass produced, a more robust plastic
housing could also be manufactured to house all components.
Also worth noting is the comparison of our system to other off grid photovoltaic
systems using common measures of photovoltaic system performance. These metrics were
derived using the Homer microgrid simulation software, into which we input component
costs, average annual loads (on a monthly and hourly basis), average light intensity in our
target region, and the production and storage capacity of our photovoltaic cells and
batteries, respectively.
Cost:
Cost Of Electricity ($/kWh)
Operating Cost ($)
Initial Capital ($)

6.4664
0
232.08

Table 6a: HOMER cost calculations based on system parameters

System:
Electricity Produced (kWh/yr)

11.892

Electricity Conserved (kWh/yr)

8.4911

Excess Electricity (kWh/yr)

2.4934

Unmet Load (kWh/yr)

0.77589

Table 6b: HOMER system reliability and production calculations based on system parameters

While the costs for energy per kWh may seem high, it is important to note that these costs
ameliorate to significantly less than the 50-60 cents a day currently being spent for lighting
in off grid homes in our target region. Furthermore, the unmet load value is significant, as it
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allows us to under design the system and thereby significantly reduce cost. We deemed this
to be more important than 100% energy reliability for our target application, prompting us
to simulate the system with a 15% maximum annual capacity shortage which could be
augmented with alternative lighting methods.
Conclusion:
In conclusion, we were able to satisfy all four of our objectives described in the
Problem Statement to design and build a compact and inexpensive energy harvesting
system. Our solution is both scalable and versatile, allowing for the substitution of cells and
batteries to meet the specifications of any target region on the globe. For our area of
interest PortaVolt would only cost at most $100.50 to manufacture, which is very close to
the yearly amount off-grid households in sub-Saharan Africa spends on lighting. Our
four-cell design would be able to provide LED light for 6.17 hours each day, thus making it
an effective alternative to off-grid alternatives. Larger cells and higher capacity batteries
could be implemented without hindering system functionality, making our device an
off-grid alternative for a wide variety of applications.
Deliverables:
Our deliverables for this project included designing PortaVolt, building a prototype,
and logging data on the functionality of our system to test the effectiveness of sun tracking,
battery charging, and powering LEDs. We were able to successfully complete all of these
tasks, as well as demonstrate which parts of the system are unnecessary or optional for our
device. Using two-axes to track the sun was proven to be the most effective, and including
an MPPT is only necessary to preserve battery longevity.
Schedule:
Before starting this project, we created a gantt chart laying out tasks for each person
of the group. It was slightly modified throughout the semester as issues came up and more
tasks were created, but the final version accurately describes the work we performed both
individually and as a team on a weekly basis. This chart can be seen in the Appendix and
compartmentalizes both the design and hand-on portions of this project. The only
modifications we had to make throughout the spring were extending a few tasks by a week
and removing the perovskite cell fabrication altogether. Overall we strongly adhered to this
schedule as it guided our progress both in the short and long term. By the due date
requested PortaVolt was able to successfully charge Lithium-ion batteries, track the sun,
and run a strand of LEDs.
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Appendix:
Results & Performance: Single Battery Charging
Initial tests were conducted with light from heat lamps in the lab. We later realized that
using a DC supply would give more reliable data. The figures below show the results from
using the sunny buddy vs. no sunny buddy.

Figure A1: Power delivered to a battery by the solar cells (in series) while under a lamp with the Sunny
Buddy.

Figure A2: Power delivered to a battery by the solar cells (in series) while under a lamp without the Sunny
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Buddy.

Results & Performance: Charging two batteries

Figure A3:Charging two batteries with a simulated parallel solar cell input (5V, 1A), monitoring battery
voltage and current with the Arduino

Figure A4:Charging two batteries with a parallel solar cell input (5V, 1A), monitoring battery voltage with the
Arduino, damage to battery 1 prevented proper charging
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Figure A5: Charging two batteries in parallel to prevent relay power leakage, energy input from series
photovoltaic cells
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Energy Analysis: Arduino Power Consumption
Figures below show the data obtained from energy-consumption testing of the Arduino.

Figure A6: Arduino power consumption with continuous relay operation (no servo operation). Average
power consumed = 0.943W

Figure A7: Arduino power consumption while finding optimal elevation angle (one-axis tracking). Three trials
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were taken in order to accurately determine the average energy used (0.011kJ).

Figure A8: Arduino power consumption with continuous relay operation and two-axis servo operation based
on an accelerated day (~1 minute long). Average power consumed = 1.09W, and total energy consumed =
71.09J
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